
 

 

 

 

Year Heading Heading towards a Heading towards a  Heading towards a  Heading towards a Heading towards a 
 

7 towards a Level 2 Level 3  Level 4/5  Level 6 Level 7/8/9 
 

 Level 1    National Expectations    
 

 -I can take part -I can take part in -I occasionally  -I contribute good ideas  -I can lead a group and -I can lead a group as 
 

 in some practical practical activities contribute ideas.  to a group  come up with good ideas well as supporting 
 

 activities, such as -I can create my own -I can create scenes  -I can create pieces of  from a starting point others to improve their 
 

 games simple scenes as part of a that can tell a story that  drama that use  -I can create different ability 
 

C
re

at
in

g -I need help from group is understandable to an  techniques to enhance  genres of drama using -I can create different 
 

a teacher to -I can use the techniques audience.  and structure the story,  many techniques. genres of drama that 
 

create a scene of Freeze Frame and -I can use the technique  for example freeze  -I can keep the dialogue are imaginative and 
 

 Mime of narration  frames, narration and  (talking) between thought provoking 
 

     thought tracking.  characters going. -I can create sustained 
 

     -I can think of things   dialogue that is 
 

     for my character to say   realistic and fits with 
 

     easily.   the drama that I am 
 

        creating. 
 

 -I participate in a -I can participate in a -I participate in all  -I think about the  -I can perform different -I can perform 
 

 performance short performance using performances.  audience when I perform  types of characters imaginative and 
 

 without saying voice and movement. - I can perform a basic  and I use the space well.  using language and realistic characters 
 

Pe
rf

or
m

in
g anything. -I face the audience when character  -I can perform a  movement that matches using voice and 

 

 I perform. I can stay in character  character that is  my character. movement that matches 
 

  for a reasonable amount  different from me, using  -I use the space my character. 
 

  of time.  voice and movement.  purposefully so that -My performance 
 

  -I can be heard when I 
 -I stay in character all  there is a reason why I creates an atmosphere  

     
 

   perform  the time, when  move. in the classroom that 
 

     performing.  -My concentration and matches the type of 
 

       focus is very good. drama 
 

 - I can say what I -I can make a comment -I can recognise  -I can evaluate  -I can evaluate the ways -I can use accurate and 
 

 like and don’t like. about what the piece of strengths and  strengths and  that themes, issues and appropriate terminology 
 

E
va

lu
at

in
g  work was about weaknesses in my own  weaknesses by giving  ideas are used -I can evaluate work in 

 

 -I can talk about why I and other peoples work  reasons  -I can form an opinion progress and 
 

 made certain decisions -I can give basic  -I can give reasons for  and evaluate how performances to a good 
 

 -I can use basic technical suggestions about how  why I like something or  characters are shown in level, giving examples 
 

 

terms work could be improved. 
 

dislike something 
 

performance. and justifications 
 

    
 

   -I can discuss basic  -I can explain how work    
 

   themes and issues  could be improved.    
 



 

 

 

  
Year Heading towards Heading towards a Heading towards a  Heading towards a  Heading towards a Heading towards a 

 

8 
a Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 

 
Level 4/5 

 
Level 6 Level 7/8/9  

   
 

     National Expectations    
 

 -I can take part in -I occasionally contribute -I contribute good ideas  -I can lead a group and  -I can lead a group as -I am sensitive to 
 

 practical activities ideas. to a group  come up with good ideas  well as supporting others others when leading a 
 

 -I can create my -I can create scenes that -I can create pieces of  from a starting point  to improve their ability group 
 

 own simple scenes can tell a story that is drama that use   -I can create different  -I can create different -I can create and 
 

C
re

at
in

g as part of a group understandable to an techniques to enhance  genres and styles of  genres and styles of develop inventive pieces 
 

-I can use the audience. and structure the story,  drama using many  drama that are of drama using 
 

techniques of -I can use the technique for example freeze  techniques.  imaginative and thought different styles, genres 
 

Freeze Frame and of narration frames, narration and 
 -I can keep the dialogue 

 provoking and techniques.  

   
 

 Mime  thought tracking  (talking) between  -I can create sustained -The dialogue I create 
 

   -I can think of things  characters going.  dialogue that is realistic is developed and well 
 

   for my character to say    and fits with the drama thought out, showing 
 

   easily.    that I am creating. meaning and emotion. 
 

 -I can participate -I participate in all -I think about the  -I can perform  -I can perform -I can perform and 
 

 in a short performances. audience when I perform  different types of  imaginative and realistic develop clearly defined 
 

 performance using - I can perform a basic and I use the space well.  characters using  characters using voice characters, adding 
 

Pe
rf

or
m

in
g voice and character -I can perform a  language and movement  and movement that depth and consider 

 

movement. I can stay in character character that is  that matches my  matches my character. motivation for a 
 

-I face the for a reasonable amount different from me, using  character.  -My performance characters actions. 
 

audience when I of time. voice and movement.  -I use the space  creates an atmosphere in -My performance uses 
 

perform -I can be heard when I -I stay in character all  purposefully so that  the classroom that voice and movement 
 

  perform. the time, when  there is a reason why I  matches the type of effectively that it 
 

   performing.  move.  drama creates and emotional 
 

     -My concentration and   reaction from the 
 

     focus is very good.   audience 
 

 -I can make a -I can recognise -I can evaluate  -I can evaluate the ways  -I can use accurate and -I can evaluate decisions 
 

 comment about strengths and weaknesses strengths and  that themes, issues and  appropriate terminology made, the process, ideas 
 

E
va

lu
at

in
g what the piece of in my own and other weaknesses by giving  ideas are used  -I can evaluate work in and skills used in 

 

work was about peoples work reasons  -I can form an opinion  progress and performance with 
 

-I can talk about -I can give basic -I can give reasons for  and evaluate how  performances to a good examples and detailed 
 

why I made suggestions about how why I like something or  characters are shown in  level, giving examples and justifications. 
 

certain decisions work could be improved. dislike something 
 

performance. 
 

justifications. 
 

 

    
 

 -I can use basic -I can discuss basic -I can explain how work      
 

 technical terms themes and issues could be improved.      
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Heading towards a 
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C
re

at
in

g 
 

 
-I occasionally 
contribute ideas. 
-I can create scenes 
that can tell a story 
which is relatable for 
an audience. 
- I can use a range of 
techniques with 
confidence and 
imagination. 

-I contribute strong 
ideas to a group. 
-I can create a piece of 
drama using a varied 
range of techniques 
imaginatively and with 
confidence. 
-I work well with others 
to create a 
performance. 
-I am sensitive to the 
needs of others when 
working in a group. 

-I respond positively to a 
range of different stimuli 
in order to create 
original and imaginative 
performances. 
-I work effectively in any 
group and can both take 
the lead and direct 
others as well as 
instinctively know when 
to take a step back. 
-I use a range of outside 
sources and resources 
independently in order 
to enhance my work. 

-I am an effective 
group participant, 
often taking the lead 
with imaginative ideas. 
-I can suggest different 
techniques, mediums 
and strategies to use in 
my performance work. 
-I have a developed 
understanding of how 
to employ technical 
elements to enhance 
my work. 
-I frequently take 
opportunities to work 
independently outside 
of the lesson to 
enhance the quality of 
my work. 

-I work effectively in all 
group situations and 
can create different 
genres of drama using 
an extensive range of 
techniques. 
-I use my rehearsal time 
wisely and solve 
problems that arise 
myself (or with my 
group) with ease 
-I work independently 
to make the most of 
every opportunity to 
enhance the quality of 
my work using a range 
of available resources. 

-I constantly review 
the work I create with 
my group and develop 
it using exciting and 
original ideas in order 
to improve. 
-I draw upon a wide 
range of resources in 
order to enhance my 
original ideas and 
create innovative and 
impactful 
performances. 
-I use an extensive 
repertoire of 
techniques and drama 
medium when 
creating original 
drama. 



 

 

 

 
 P

er
fo

rm
in

g 
  

-I participate in all 
performances. 
-I can perform a basic 
character and sustain 
this for a reasonable 
amount of time. 
-I am vocally secure 
as a performer. 

-I am aware of how to 
use the space 
effectively in order to 
communicate my ideas 
in performance. 
-I can create and sustain 
a character different to 
myself, using voice and 
movement to 
communicate ideas to 
an audience. 
 

-I consider the audience 
when I perform and use 
the space imaginatively 
in order to create an 
impact. 
-I can perform clear 
characters and can use 
my voice, movement and 
gesture imaginatively, 
sustaining audience 
interest. 
-I am an imaginative and 
confident performer and 
have an impact on an 
audience. 

-I can effectively 
perform a range of 
characters using 
language and 
movement 
imaginatively. 
-I can concentrate and 
focus in order to 
ensure my 
performance work is 
both convincing and 
has an impact. 
-I can perform in a 
range of different 
styles and demonstrate 
understanding of 
different genres. 

-I can use a range of 
performance 
conventions, non-linear 
timelines/abstract work 
with imagination and 
focus in my work. 
-I can perform 
imaginative and realistic 
characters using voice 
and movement to 
match. 
-The purpose of the 
performance piece is 
clear to the audience.  I 
am able to sustain a 
character and employ a 
variety of dramatic 
techniques. 

-My performance 
work creates an 
atmosphere which 
matches the genre or 
style of drama and has 
a significant impact on 
an audience. 
-I perform clear, 
original and 
imaginative characters 
with confident use of 
movement, voice and 
gesture which is 
sustained. 

 Ev
al

u
at

in
g 

-I can make a 
comment about what 
a performance 
communicated to me. 
-I can justify decisions 
I made in my own 
work. 
-I can use basic 
technical terms when 
talking about drama 
work. 

-I can recognise 
strengths and 
weaknesses in my own 
and others work. 
-I can make simple 
suggestions for how 
work can be improved. 
-I can discuss basic 
themes and issues. 
-I can pick out effective 
drama techniques and 
identify what their 
contribution and impact 
has been in a 
performance. 

-I can recognise 
strengths and 
weaknesses in 
performance work. 
-I can explain why I like 
or dislike something. 
-I can offer constructive 
comments about work 
with suggestions for 
improvement, using 
technical language. 

-I offer constructive 
comments about work 
with suggestions for 
improvement. I use 
technical vocabulary. 
-I can explain how 
themes, issues and 
ideas have contributed 
towards a performance 
and reflect on their 
impact. 
 

-I can give constructive 
feedback about the 
performance, talking 
about the plot, 
techniques and impact 
upon the audience. 
-I can form an opinion 
about the work that I’ve 
seen and use accurate 
and appropriate 
terminology. 

-I can evaluate drama 
work with detailed 
justifications in 
support, using 
appropriate 
terminology. 
-I can offer 
constructive feedback 
following performance 
work, referring to 
specific styles, genres 
and practitioners. 

 

  



 

 

 

 

Drama Terminology (Key Words) 

 

Exploratory Skills Performance Performance Skills Genres and Styles 

 Techniques   

Teacher in role Tension Levels Melodrama 

Hot seating Improvisation Body Language Mime 

Role on the wall Characterisation Gesture Media 

Thought tracking Flashbacks Facial Expression Script Work 

Diary entries Monologues Movement Forum Theatre 

Discussion Freeze Frames Characterisation Physical Theatre 

Research Mime Awareness of Audience Comedy 

Evaluation Narration Voice projection Commedia Dell’arte 

Interviewing Re-enactments Tone of Voice Non Naturalism 

Role Play Non-Naturalism Pitch of Voice Naturalism and Realism 

Planning Naturalism Accent Tragedy 

Sensitivity Thought Tracking Exaggeration Kitchen Sink Drama 

Blocking Dramatic Pause Staying in Role Pantomime 

Responding to Stimuli Atmosphere Use of space Improvisation 

Empathy Devising Use of Props  

Character Status Stage Directions Use of Costume  

 Duologues   

 Greek Chorus    



 

 

 

 

 


